Reply to: -

Brookley Farmhouse Sway Road Brockenhurst Hampshire SO427RX
01590 623935
planning@friendsofthenewforest.org
Sent as attachment to Email only to policy@newforestnpa.gov.uk

27 February 2018
Policy Team
New Forest National Park Authority
Lymington Town Hall
Avenue Road
Lymington, SO41 9ZG
Dear Team,
New Forest National Park Local Plan 2016-2036 Submission Draft (The Plan)
Consultation Response by New Forest Association
New Forest Association (NFA) is dedicated to protecting and sustaining the unique
character of the New Forest. Our members promoted the 1877 New Forest Act to
secure the future of the New Forest and now we are the voice for the New Forest
National Park - its friend and watchdog. We are an independent, campaigning
charity based on its membership and volunteers. Further details may be found at
newforestassociation.org
This document follows the format and numbering system of the Plan. For reference
multiple responses to a paragraph have an additional sequential number.
1. Introduction
1.16 The key priorities of the circular are as set out below. The précis at 1.16 does
not fairly reflect national policy and should be revised.
• a renewed focus on achieving the Park Purposes;
• leading the way in adapting to, and mitigating climate change;
• a diverse and healthy natural environment, enhanced cultural heritage and inspiring
lifelong behaviour change towards sustainable living and enjoyment of the
countryside;
• foster and maintain vibrant, healthy and productive living and working communities;
• working in partnership to maximise the benefits delivered
2. Profile of the New Forest National Park
2.16 The draft Port of Southampton Masterplan 2016-2035 was written by the
owners of the port. Their comment regarding Dibden Bay is opinion and is not a
universal view. 2.16 should be reworded.
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3. Vision and Objectives
3.3.1 First & Second bullet points. There is an assumption that the current state of
the National Park is an acceptable datum. This is not so (5.8 below); there is a
backlog in addressing key issues, particularly recreation issues and environmental
change. This backlog has been quantified elsewhere and it should enable tangible
targets to be set in the Plan or supplementary documentation.
3.3.2 Second bullet point. The opening qualification should be omitted as it does not
reflect the Sandford principle. The second sentence should finish at managed.
Although visions may be pious statements, there is evidence locally that recreational
pressure is not being successfully managed and nationally that the shared
understanding approach will never work on its own. NFA supports comments in the
third paragraph but questions at 7.44.1 below whether policies have or will benefit
local people.
3.3.3 Fifth bullet point. The word important should be removed. Statutes and
Government policies should not be amended by the addition of qualifying adjectives.
Nor is there any local requirement or nationally-dictated policy for the economy to be
diverse.
4. Strategic Policies and Development Principles
4.5 This paragraph requires more balanced wording. For instance "The footnote to
NPPF 14 omits national parks from the obligation to meet Objectively Assessed
Needs" is an equally correct summary.
4.11 See 2.6 above.
4.19 This paragraph says, in effect, that support is being given for 1500 dwelling at
Fawley and 30 dwellings at Calshot in order to foster the economic well being of the
couple of hundred residents of the village. This is a grossly disproportionate harmful
impact for the benefit gained (see also 7.31.7 below).
5. Protecting and Enhancing the Natural Environment
5.8.1 The paragraph usefully indicates the unsatisfactory nature of the SSSI area,
but missing is the information on whether this is a deteriorating or improving trend..
Trend assessment is deduced from the decline in curlews, but should also mention
the 2015 Research recommendations relating to impacts of recreation on groundnesting birds in the New Forest which concentrates on the bird nesting species
qualifying the New Forest SPA - nightjar, woodlark and dartford warbler. This report
collated a number of surveys and concluded that the population of woodlark and
dartford warble had experienced a "marked decline" in the years preceding 2015 1 .
5.8.2 Reference to The Natural Choice: Securing the Value of Nature is not relevant
at this point. The descriptions of background matters and issues that are particular to
the National Park are insufficient especially the enclosed countryside. There is very
little to show how the NPA will address changes in rural land-use, particularly
changes from agriculture to leisure, and changes from benign agriculture to
something more intensive.

1 1

Liley, D. & Lake, S. (2015) Research recommendations relating to impacts of recreation on groundnesting birds in the New Forest National Park. Unpublished report by Footprint Ecology for the New
Forest National Park Authority.
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5.11.1 NFA and other environmental organisations have not been consulted on the
Draft Revised Habitat Mitigation Scheme 2018. NFA continuously argued the
previous scheme, contained as a small section of NFNPA Development Standards
SPD, was woefully inadequate and it has now been radically amended.
5.11.2 The previous inadequate scheme has in part contributed to the deterioration
of the New Forest SPA in recent years and no additional financial allowance has
been made in the new scheme to correct this. It is understood that this is a legitimate
device and one used by NFDC recently.
5.11.3 It is the responsibility of NFNPA to take the lead in securing a rational sub
national mitigation scheme for the NFSPA in the same way Portsmouth did for Solent
and Southampton Water SPA. It should accept that role and this document should
indicate to the authorities whose population will contribute the anticipated extra one
million visitors what is expected of them by way of mitigation. NFNPA should also
accept the responsibility to assess all Natura 2000 sites within and adjacent to the
National Park and implement mitigation packages for those identified as at risk.
Incidentally there are errors in the Plan in its reference to the various site categories.
SP5 The policy can only be agreed by a respondent to this consultation if he is
satisfied with the contents of Habitat Mitigation Scheme. The inspector is requested
to allow discussion of Draft Revised Habitat Mitigation Scheme 2018 as part of the
inquiry.
Draft Revised Habitat Mitigation Scheme 2018
The document requires revision. The discussion on the overall need for mitigation
and how resources secured could contribute to the bigger picture is inadequate.
There is unnecessary vagueness in the description of the problems (see 3 3.1
above), the mechanisms used to mitigate, targets for effectiveness of actions and
alternative actions. See also 5.11.2 above.
5.14 See NFA comments at 7.72
SP6 This policy and the monitoring protocols mention priorities identified in a local
Biodiversity Action Plan. NFA are unaware of this document and it is not listed at
http://www.newforestnpa.gov.uk/info/20040/planning_policy/361/local_plan
Can a reference be supplied?
6. Protecting and Enhancing the Historic and Built Environment
7. Vibrant Communities
7.6.1 For the reasons clearly stated in NPPF (Plan 7.4) there is no obligation on
NFNPA to meet its Objectively Assessed Housing Need and focus should be on
meeting local affordable housing needs (submission plan 7.3) with small scale
(submission plan 7.1) developments. NFNPA have indicated that for housing the
limit of small scale is around 10; most recently in the officer's guidance to application
NFNPA 17/01049. Despite this national guidance, NFNPA have had a timeconsuming obsession with OANs in the last three years.
7.6.2 In the initial study commissioned jointly by NFDC and NFNPA for the New
Forest District, housing need was assessed in accordance with the approach set out
in the National Planning Policy Framework and Planning Practice Guidance and used
the latest official population and household projections then updated to take account
of the latest evidence. It concluded that between 14,180 and 16,480 new dwellings
were required over the 20 year plan period.
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7.6.3 In September 2017 the Government published a proposed standard
methodology for OANs. This method concluded that 19,200 new dwellings were
required over the 20 year plan period. This remains a consideration as the
Government has recently announced that Local Plans submitted after Easter 2018
(1st April) would need to calculate OAN using the standardised method. It is not
possible for NFDC to submit a revised Local Plan before 1st April 2018.
7.6.4 In October 2017 a study commissioned jointly by NFDC and NFNPA for the
New Forest District was produced. It is not known when this document became
publicly available; NFA only became aware of it in December 2017. This report
concluded 10,180 new dwellings were required over the 20 year plan period. While
the submission plan states (7.7) that these were based on the latest household
projections this is misleading. The earlier report used 2014 ONS subnational
population projections, the 2017 report rejects these and developed alternative
projections based on past trends in population growth and limited later projections to
arrive at 10,180. The report observes that migration levels which will feed into the
next set of ONS projections (2016) are lower than feeding into the 2014-based
version and that new projections are therefore likely to show a (potentially
substantially) lower level of need than the current ‘official’ figures.
7.6.5 This change of method and substantial variation of results over such a short
period of time creates difficulties. Will the 10,180 figure be higher than the
(potentially substantially) lower level "official" figure based on the ONS 2016
projections? Will New Forest District Council need to change its OAN figure once
more? Will a similar reduction occur in neighbouring PA areas and will these areas
therefore be prepared to accept a greater share of New Forest District's subnational
housing? Will Test Valley be overproducing?
7.6.6 The New Forest National Park is surrounded on three sides by NFDC, 83% of
its population live within NFDC, it is 69% of the area of NFDC, the housing authority
for 83% of its population is NFDC, the affordable element of proposed development
at Calshot will be available to all residents of NFDC, and the residential qualifications
of SP20 (specialist housing for older people) relates to virtually the whole of NFDC.
7.6.7 Not all national parks are dominated by the need to achieve their OAN. The
national park most similar to the New Forest, the Peak District, has approached the
question of housing numbers differently. Information is available at
(http://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/828297/Chapter-6Housing.pdf) and comes from a consultation on part 2 of the Local Plan for the Peak
District National Park that ran from Friday 18 November 2016 to Friday 27 January
2017. To quote:However the adopted Core Strategy for the National Park states that it is not
appropriate to permit new housing simply in response to the significant open market
demand to live in it’s sought after environment. That view is confirmed by the
National Park Vision and Circular64, and the Strategic Housing Market Assessments
(SHMAs), of Derbyshire Dales and High Peak. These two councils comprise 82.3%
of the National Park population. This forms part of the evidence base for these
councils’ local plans and has led to agreed reasonable estimates for housing delivery
in the National Park based on past trends. Estimates do not represent a target but
neither do they represent a limit.
7.6.8 Exmoor Adopted local plan 2011 to 2031 opts for a different strategy and
details are available at http://www.exmoor-nationalpark.gov.uk/planning/planningpolicy To quote:6.26 In line with national policy, the need (both affordable need and market demand)
for housing in the Northern Peninsula Housing Market Area (HMA) has been
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objectively assessed. The 2008 Northern Peninsula Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA) was prepared in partnership with the other local authorities in
the HMA and updates were subsequently completed to take account of changes in
economic and market conditions. A joint review of the implications of the 2014
household projections provides evidence to underpin planning for the delivery of
housing in the HMA over the Plan period.
6.27 The objectively assessed housing need (OAHN) for Exmoor National Park is
541 units
6.28 Provision to meet the housing need identified for the part of North Devon in
Exmoor National Park, a proportion of which will be affordable, is included in the
North Devon and Torridge Local Plan housing requirement to be met in the North
Devon area outside the National Park. North Devon Council has taken the view that
the additional housing should be located close to and accessible to the National Park
boundary and that community aspirations for growth identified by Ilfracombe, South
Molton and local centres complement this objective.
6.29 The remaining area of the National Park is within the West Somerset housing
authority area. In this Plan, the focus is on the delivery of affordable housing for
which it is projected that there will be a need for 238 units over the Plan period.
7.6.9 There are proposals for circa 25,000 dwellings immediately on the New Forest
National Park's doorstep and another 125,000 homes a little further away. In
accordance with its second purpose, the New Forest National Park acts as a major
recreational facility for the sub region and collectively these dwellings will result in an
extra one million visitors per year. In these circumstances, the whereabouts of 30-40
dwellings per annum, (the difference between the OAN figure and the natural yield
from the villages), is neither here nor there. Concentration should be on the
management of the recreational requirements of the extra visitors.
7.6.10 The current NFNP local plan has a "target" of 11dwellings pa. This figure is
no more than the agreed reasonable estimate of natural yield for the area of the
National Park within NFD based on past trends at the time the plan was formulated.
NFNPA need to explain why this approach was not explored in the 2016-36 Plan.
The statement at submission plan 7.38 suggests such an approach is acceptable.
7.6.11 Of the 21 members of NFNPA at 10th February 2018, eight 2 are also New
Forest District Council councillors. Three others are councillors of other adjacent
planning authorities. It seems inconceivable to NFA that an agreement similar to that
negotiated by Peak District National Park could not have been reached and if such
an attempt were not made, then the Plan is unsound.
SP19 The more rational approach to OAN figures will require extensively revision of
SP19. On rewriting NFNPA should properly reflect national policy by amending the
second sentence to read To meet this, new residential development will be permitted
within the National Park to foster and maintain thriving rural economies; and support
the delivery of affordable housing where the proposal involves…
7.12 There is a clear contradiction between SP20 and 7.12. The paragraph reflects
national guidance, whereas the residential requirement in Policy SP20 applies not
just to the 35,000 inhabitants of the communities within the National Park but to
100,000 additional inhabitants of those parts of NF National Park parishes outside
the National Park. From a straw pole, it is clear potential respondents did not
appreciate this difference. NFA considers an obligation exists for NFNPA to explain
this difference and the desirability of this aspect of Policy.

2

Richard Frampton, David Harrison, Edward Heron, Penny Jackman, Mel Kendal, Neville Penman,
Barry Rickman, Pat Wyeth
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7.14 Reference to estate and commoners dwellings conflicts with SP29 and 7.56.
7.15.1 The reference to the Technical housing standards is welcomed. The
document is at:https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/52453
1/160519_Nationally_Described_Space_Standard____Final_Web_version.pdf
However the particular reference made in the Plan cannot be found. NFA welcomes
the 100 sqm rule, but asks whether it would not create greater clarity and control if
the second sentence of policy SP21 were changed to read new dwellings in the
National Park will be limited to the minimum gross internal floor areas and storage of
a three bedroomed home as specified in "Technical housing standards – nationally
described space standard".
7.15.2 NFA welcomes NFNPA's decision to seek to correct the clear evidence of
local needs relating to dwelling size, but questions whether restricting the size of all
new dwellings will of itself go any way towards ensure the dwelling stock of the New
Forest [NFNP?] as a whole is balanced. Given the number of applications to extend
relative to applications for new dwellings, it is likely that the number of extensions
taking dwellings over 100sqm from below will exceed the number of new dwellings.
See 7.73 and 7.76.
7.18.1 Spatial Strategy of the New Forest National Park is defined in 4.15 to 4.20.
NFA considers the brief summary of the strategy should start with at least the
beginning of the opening sentence of 4.15 - Planning in the New Forest National
Park is underpinned by the delivery of the two statutory Park purposes and the
related socio-economic duty. And preferably the remainder of 4.15 as well - These
purposes and duty apply across the whole of the designated National Park. The
emphasis of new development will be on small-scale proposals that reflect the area’s
character and address the needs of local communities in the National Park, rather
than catering for external demand.
7.19 to 7.22 NFA submit that the land proposed at Whartons Land Ashurst has
traditionally and until recently been used as back up land by commoners of the New
Forest. The seizure of this land for housing development undermines strategic
objective 1 and is contrary to strategic objective 2. In particular it is contrary to SP48
which seeks to ensure the future viability of commoning by maintaining the supply of
land available for back-up grazing on the enclosed lands; resisting the loss of backup grazing through development or change of use. Either SP22 should be removed
from the Plan or the strategic objectives amended and "when convenient" added to
the relevant sentence of SP48. A possible alternative development site has been
identified the previously developed part of Ashurst hospital which will soon become
available.
7.25 to 7.27 NFA submit that the land proposed at south of Church Lane, Sway,
which has the common right of pasture, has traditionally been used as back up land
by commoners of the New Forest. The seizure of this land for housing development
undermines strategic objective 1 and is contrary to strategic objective 2. In particular
it is contrary to SP48 which seeks to ensure the future viability of commoning by
maintaining the supply of land available for back-up grazing on the enclosed lands;
resisting the loss of back-up grazing through development or change of use. There
is no explanation of why a hectare of land is required for community use. Have the
village asked for it? Grazing by stock might be of greater community use and would
be closer to NE's advice on the 400m zone. There may be some landscape
improvement from rearrangement of the memorial field in mitigation, but there is little
for the commoning community to gain, as it is understood satisfactory grazing
arrangements are already in place.
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7.28.1 At the time of the September 2016 consultation, NFNPA could not meet its
OAN figure; that situation persists to the present time. The spatial strategy in the
September 2016 draft was logical and specific. It stated at 7.30 - As well as
assessing the capacity of the defined villages, the Authority has considered the
potential of other settlements to accommodate small-scale development. Although
there is no formal ‘second tier’ of settlements within the Park, current policies support
appropriate rural exceptions schemes in settlements with basic local services across
the National Park. An assessment of the services available in settlements across the
Park highlights that a number of villages – including Burley, Cadnam, East Boldre,
Landford and Woodgreen – have a basic range of services available. The review of
the Local Plan provides an opportunity to positively identify sites in these other
villages that could contribute towards meeting local housing needs and this process
will continue prior to the publication of the Submission draft Local Plan in 2017.
Pursuant on this, the 2016 plan identified sites at Cadnam (10-15), East Boldre (20)
and East Boldre (12) as potential sites. Plan 2.3 adds Burley, Cadnam, and Landford
as main settlements.
7.28.2 Having been advised by Natural England that many of its proposed housing
allocations were not sustainable and not suitable, NFNPA recognises in the Plan that
the potential for further housing allocations is significantly restricted. But unable to
accept NE's deletions, indeed consequently, NFNPA proposes two new sites, one a
SINC and the other a large snake-rich area of scrub next to a sleepy village
assessed in 2016 as not having the basic range of services necessary to support
development. There may be other reasons for the Calshot sites, but desperation
should not be one of them as the 2010 Circular supported by the NPPF makes clear.
7.30.1 NPPF 116 states should be refused … except and and these words better
reflect national policy than only permitted in
7.30.2 The unnecessary rewording of NPPF 116 continues, but omits the
requirements for national consideration and the scope for meeting the need in some
other way.
7.31.1 There is little reference to the school and community facilities associated with
the Power Station development in the Plan. NFA considers these facilities are, in
isolation, a major development as being of more than local significance (i.e. it would
exceed the local-scale development needed to address the socio- economic needs of
the New Forest’s 35,000 residents) which would have a long term impact on the
landscape (4.10). Commentary on the results of the major test applied to school
and community facilities by NFNPA is required in the submission plan as it may
otherwise be considered unsound.
7.31.2 NFA's position on such facilities was stated in its response to 2016 NFDC
consultative draft as follows: - NFA does not consider it acceptable that the
Community Facilities for NFDC spill onto the National Park. It will be tempting for
developers to locate Suitable Accessible Natural Greenspace (SANGS) within the
National Park as land use restrictions make this a cheap option, however the overall
affect would be to encourage greater recreational use and diminish undisturbed
areas at a time when evidence is emerging that disturbance has significantly reduced
the habitat value of the Park over the last 10 years. NFA also have a concern that
developers may seek this cheap option in the provision of built or urban-like facilities
within the Park for housing beyond the Park. Examples are the provision of playing
fields as open space and the expansion of educational facilities. Allowing such
development at Calshot without the rigour of the Major Development Test could set a
precedent elsewhere in the National Park.
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7.31.3 NFA do not accept NFNPA's statement that the power station was removed
from the National Park due to its visual impact. References and explanations are
required if NFNPA persist in this view. It is the understanding of NFA that the
discussion centred on the difficulties created by an island site versus the inability of
the power station land site to fulfil either the first or second purpose. At the enquiry
into the boundary, the Countryside Agency in reference to the land around the site,
(and it is this land that is relevant rather than the site itself), stated The landscape
quality is generally very good, despite visual intrusion from the power station. This
issue was considered carefully. The visual impact of the refinery complex and the
power station is not so dominant and adverse that the landscape quality fails to meet
the natural beauty criterion. Rather, the view was taken that the outstanding
importance of this landscape at a strategic level justifies the inclusion of land all
around the power station. All the surrounding land was included.
7.31.4 NFA surveyed the landscape intrusion on the power station site and this
evidence is included as appendix 1. NFA concludes that the landscape degradation
caused by the buildings to be demolished at the power station is slight and that once
the degradation caused by the land defined by policy SP25 and the school facilities
and road are taken into account, there is a net loss in landscape quality however
pretty the new town eventually turns out to be. Certainly given the context of NPPF
116 using the term in the public interest for the demolition and replacement of the
power station is unacceptable. NFA welcomes evidence from the NFNPA and its
landscape officer.
7.31.5 It is accepted that the comprehensive redevelopment of the power station site
would deliver significant new jobs, but this is not relevant to this section of the Plan
dealing with the building of 120 homes within the National Park. The paragraph
should be omitted.
7.31.6 At Plan 2.16 reference is made to the need for future development proposals
at Dibden Bay to have regard for potential impacts on the adjacent New Forest
National Park (as required by Section 62(2) of the Environment Act 1995); these are
amplified at 4.14. But no mention is made of this requirement is respect of the
Fawley Waterside development. There is no mention of comment from NFDC
regarding the obligation and there is no mention of comment from Fawley Waterside.
Fawley Waterside paperwork does extol the advantage to future residents in being
able to exploit the wider National Park.
7.31.7 The only opportunity for the public, NFNPA, NFA etc. to formally comment on
the Fawley Waterside scheme was, as far as NFA are aware, the New Forest District
Local Plan Review 2016 – 2036 informal consultation in which the power station site
was included as a potential opportunity area. In its response (8 September 2036),
NFNPA reminded NFDC of its section 62(2) obligations and stated Fawley Power
Station – The Council’s [NFDC's] neutral position on the potential future
redevelopment of the Fawley Power Station site is understood. The site presents a
number of challenges including relative inaccessibility, its proximity to protected
habitats and flood risk.
7.31.8 On 14 October 2017, the NFNPA officers presented members with a local
plan update (NFNPA 534/17) advising members that The owners of Fawley Power
Station are looking to progress the redevelopment of the site…. A viability
assessment has been undertaken that indicates that some development within
the Park is necessary. There is no explanation of how NFNPA moved from its
misgivings in 2016 to full cooperation in 2017. Neither does there appear to have
been public discussion, let alone consultation.
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7.31.9 Is the NFNPA satisfied with "section 62(2) responses? There will be
problems, the extra traffic that will cause loss of tranquillity, increased stock risk and
the possibility of road widening and fencing, the extra recreation that will bring more
litter and more disturbance, the extra recreational horse keeping that will raise the
cost of renting back up land to beyond what a commoner can afford. NFA urges
NFNPA to publish a site specific plan jointly with NFDC, HCC, Fawley Waterside,
and Forestry Commission indicating how these additional pressures will be negated.
7.31.10 NFA's position is unambiguous. Fawley power station although not part of
the designated National Park is within and surrounded by the National Park in a
location that is totally inappropriate for major housing development. The site's
exclusion did not anticipate closure and redevelopment as housing at the wrong end
of a transport corridor between a nationally important coast and countryside.
7.32.1 There is overwhelming uncertainty regarding the plans for the power station
site; the situation is entirely fluid. For instance Fawley Waterside has yet to decide
whether to demolish the chimney. This decision has ramifications on the purpose of
the site, the availability or otherwise of a substantial volume of hardcore which will in
turn affect building techniques and certainly costings; e.g. £60million basement costs.
NFDC has yet to establish the locations of housing developments in its emerging
local plan. It may be the latest OAN figures with their potentially substantial reduction
will negate the need for development at Fawley; or will the loss of the Eling site, the
new reluctance to build on the greenbelt and changed flood regulations require an
extra 1000 there? This illustrates the scale of the uncertainty. The viability study
has no validity at this time and the case for major development in the National
Park is not proven. That such a study at this stage can conclude the size mix of the
120 dwellings to the south of power station is beyond credibility.
7.34 Comments regarding co-ordinating policy with NFDC are noted, however the
timescale of NFDC's emerging local plan (last reported on 14 November 2017) is four
months behind NFNPA and that subject to the progress and outcome of further
technical work. Adoption is not expected until mid-2019, compared with NFNPA's
estimate of December 2018 (NFNPA 534/17).
SP25 The conditions attached to SP25 cannot bridge a gap that has on one side a
housing development of policy-defined number, size and quality and on the other
something else but really quite big. What condition can prevent an engineering,
design or even concept change that invalidates the viability study?
7.35 NFNPA recognises the relative inaccessibility of Calshot. There is a bus
service six days a week although the first morning bus is too late for commuters and
the service finishes before 19.00 hrs. There is no shop, no school, no café, no pub.
This is the reality in which SP26 should be considered, not a possible scenario in
2033.
7.36.1 The use of the word "relative" before a quality negates its meaning. NFNPA
local plan is an evidence-based document and such terms should be referenced.
The village is quiet, free of litter, and the properties are well maintained. Since the
previous misguided and abandoned attempt at social engineering, the village has
improved greatly and the significant numbers of military personnel in rented property
have been replaced by young home owners. Whatever other reasons there may be
for a development at Calshot, the mix of housing tenure is not one of them.
7.36.2 The land in SP26 is owned by NFDC, eight of those members are also
members of the NFNPA. NFDC also own the adjacent land to the south of similar
size. It is the expectation of the residents of the New Forest that land owned by the
parishes, district and county, often acquired though the benevolence of a citizen, is
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used for direct community benefit not profit. If developed at all, the land of SP26
should be developed under SP28 as a rural exception site.
7.36.3 Even development under SP28 will be of little benefit to National Park
residents as no local connection for affordable homes applies. The affordable
dwellings would be available to all 175,000 residents of NFDC and given the mix
policy of 75% social and affordable rented policy (SP27), they will be filled on a
priority needs basis. Few if any are likely to be occupied by residents of the
immediate locality.
7.36.4 Problems with SP26 are magnified as the proposed development is entirely
out of scale with the village and conflicts with the Spatial Strategy (4.15) being
around three times the guideline for small scale. Given the bus service, NFA would
not necessarily oppose a rural exception site under SP28 of 10 dwellings or less run
by a Registered Housing Provider who will work with the National Park to create a
bespoke housing solution tailored to the needs of residents and workers of the
National Park as suggested at the power station site.
7.41 Do new dwellings from LCDs count towards total? A phrase such as while
seeking to avoid such occurrences, new dwellings obtained from certificates of legal
development are included in the total could be added.
7.43 The Justin Gardener report explains the fact that affordable need is higher than
total need by the house size mismatch effect. No estimate of this mismatch is given
and thus the highly relevant proportion of new build that the "OAN" technique
concludes should be affordable cannot be calculated. NFA will continue to research
this matter and ask NFNPA to do the same.
7.44.1 It is worthwhile comparing the commentary based on the Three Dragons
report in the current local plan with &.44. The existing plan extract is; 7.29 The Authority has commissioned research looking at the issue of the economic
viability of affordable housing within the National Park (Three Dragons, 2007 and
2009) and it is expected that the provision of affordable housing as part of the
development will normally be economically viable for all developments within the four
defined villages. It will be up to developers to clearly demonstrate why any deviation
from Policy CP11 (Within the four defined villages at least 50% of the residential
development on all sites should be affordable housing, with the remainder being
open market housing.) is necessary based on ‘open book’ information relating to a
particular development. In these circumstances negotiations will aim to provide a
percentage of affordable housing as close as possible to the target level set in this
policy, having regard to a site specific economic viability assessment
There is very little difference. The existing policy, even before the minimum plot size
rules were introduced, produced very few affordable houses within the villages - less
than 5%. External conditions have not changed, the Minister's statement still exists
and developers' accounting techniques are as cute. 7.45 and 7.46 are noted and
may help; although it is not clear why the practices suggested have not been
introduced already as they do not seem to require a change in policy. To achieve a
decent proportion of affordable homes in the villages the odds need to be biased
further towards the NFNPA.
7.44.2 Additionally NFNPA must take on a much greater role in securing sites in the
village for housing development. They exist, they are generally publicly owned and
they are underused.
SP27. Wording of first sentence should change to.
The Government recognises that in National Parks housing development will be
focused on meeting local affordable housing needs. Successful applications will
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contain a minimum of 50% affordable homes to meet local needs. The remainder of
the policy and the site specific policies should be changed accordingly.
7.52.1 The wording under Stage Two should have the following addition at the end
of the first statement as the desirability for a commoners holding at any particular
location may not outweigh landscape considerations. For this reason the Authority
encourages the re-use of existing buildings proposals for commoners’ dwellings.
7.53 Consequentially omitted.
7.52.2 The words New Forest Association should be inserted between Association
and and
Policy SP29 The sentence beginning Proposals should be omitted as it is
unnecessary. It is undesirable to draw attention to the need for Forest or common
rights of pasture as it eliminates locations where a commoners dwelling may be very
desirable e.g. the restoration of mineral workings. Not all commoners' rights derive
from their holding and the Verderers and other land owners can in any case grant
rights if they are so moved. (There are no common rights to adjacent commons at
Rockford but the land owner has committed to grant them).
7.55 For consistency - 500 hectares rather than 1000 acres.
7.72 NFA supports the view of Friends of Brockenhurst that Natural England's
advice that it is not possible to mitigate for damage from new development within
400m of the NF Special Protection Area, and the need to adopt the precautionary
approach, means that new dwellings should not be permitted on village boundaries
within 400m of the SPA. It is not clear to which policy this restriction should apply.
7.73 NFA contends NFNPA should go further than SP21 in its efforts to ensure the
dwelling stock of the NFNP as a whole is balanced and that the definition of a small
dwelling should be raised from 80sqm to 100sqm. NFA would welcome discussion of
this matter during the inquiry into the Local Plan.
DP35 NFA contends that the paragraph on exceptional circumstances should be
removed. If such a relaxation is included in DP35, will it not need to be granted to
other policies limiting dwelling size such as new 100sqm dwellings whose permitted
developments have been extinguished? Exceptions can always be made to rules but
invitations offered in advance should be avoided. If NFNPA cannot accept this
amendment, then a residence qualification of 10 year at application address should
exist.
7.76 For the reasons stated in 7.73, NFA contends that the defined villages should
not be excluded from the 30% restriction of extensions. This policy has two
objectives; one architectural and one to address the size imbalance (and hence price
imbalance) mentioned above. While NFA accepts the relevance of the architectural
objective is more limited within the villages, it believes the size/price objective is
heightened.
Policy SP45 Consideration should be given to the inclusion of and would not result in
the loss of staff accommodation after site in a). Each room of staff accommodation
lost in the generally poorly paid hotel and leisure sectors creates another commuter
or adds to pressure for the creation of low cost accommodation such as caravans in
car parks (NFNPA18/00017) and HMOs.
Policy SP46 Add to a) short of creating a C3 dwelling between accommodation and
where. Attention is drawn to the comments of the Inspector in refusing C3 dwellings
in the appeal against NFNPA15/00589 - Although there has been some discussion
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within the cases made, it seems to me that tourist accommodation of the type
proposed represents new housing. This is because each unit would enjoy all the
facilities necessary for day to day living. If permission was granted the occupation
would be restricted through conditions to maximum stays and when, during the year,
occupation could take place, but this would not affect the use. As such Policy CP12
of the New Forest National Park Local Development Framework Core Strategy and
Development Management Policies 2010 (CSDMP) is engaged. This policy restricts
new residential development to a limited set of circumstances, none of which are
applicable to this case.
8. A Sustainable Local Economy
8.29 Most welcome addition. NFA considers that action is required now as the extra
visitor pressure especially between March and mid July is a factor in the continuing
decline in the ecological value of the NFSPA.
DP50 Most welcome and a necessary modification of policy given currently
increasing stock levels.
9. Transport and Access
9.10 This paragraph is unnecessary (9.11).
9.16 Commentary on commuter parking is required. This is a serious and growing
problem for the residents of Brockenhurst and seems to have led to the unfortunate
development of Beaulieu Parkway Road station as a commuter hub. Annoyingly, it is
problem that at Brockenhurst could largely solved by extending parking at the Station
and perhaps introducing a two tier charging system.
9.17 The word relatively should be removed from this paragraph in the interests of
the development control officer's negotiating position.
9.21 Around five years ago Hampshire County Council promised to produce a guide
to enable its employees and contractors to reflect local distinctiveness in its road
markings and roadside furniture. It is still awaited and in the meantime innumerable
urban structures, many entirely unnecessary, have appeared on the formally tranquil
and natural minor roads of the National Park. It is NFNPA, rather than HCC, that
have lost credibility over this delay.
Appendix 1 NFA Landscape Survey of Area around Power Station - Jan 2018
This document is sent separately as a pdf attachment to this Email.

Graham Baker for New Forest Association Registered Charity 260328
PS The word significant or significantly is overused in this document. It is not an
easy word to define as it is locality-dependant - it may be insignificant in terms of the
National Park, but significant in the immediate area. Further the cumulative effect of
insignificants is difficult to judge even by the most skilful of development control
officers. It must be incumbent on the applicant to demonstrate insignificance, not on
NFNPA to demonstrate significance. Unless required by statute, the word should be
avoided and NFNPA are asked to review the document to reduce the current usage 69 times.
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APPENDIX 1 to NEW FOREST ASSOCIATION RESPONSE to
New Forest National Park Local Plan 2016-2036 Submission Draft
LANDSCAPE SURVEY - FAWLEY POWER STATION - 25 JANUARY 2018
1. Introduction
Fawley Power Station and associated chimney were built in the 1970s and have
some architectural merit. They occupy a site on the boundary of the New Forest
National Park as shown in Figure 1. The site is shared with the paraphernalia
associated with a tidal lock and a large National Grid building. The demolition plans
of Fawley Waterside are not yet clear, especially as regards the chimney, but it is
known that the National Grid building (and the associated high voltage cabling) will
remain indefinitely and the land of the site to the north of power station will be used
for employment purposes. The Fawley Waterside aerial photograph (Photo 19)
shows relative sizes. The National Grid Building is on the right.

The chimney might well be described as a landscape feature rather than a landscape
intrusion. At sea it is visible well beyond the Solent and Spithead and from most high
vantage points within the National Park and beyond. Photo 01 shows the chimney
(arrowed) from Hilltop to the east of Beaulieu. At this point, as with most others, it
shares the landscape with the chimneys of the nearby oil refinery.

2. Visibility of Power Station
Excluding the chimney, the Power Station is visible from those Rights of Way and
other paths used by the public shown pink in Figure 2. From the roads, the view is
not total and sometimes intermittent. The coastal path is a RoW from Ashlett Creek

to south of the Power Station, the path continues to Calshot Spit. This route is
infrequently used and basking seals are not an unusual occurrence. The Power
station is visible from waterborne traffic on Southampton Water, usually partly
obscured by ships at the refinery's wharf. Photos 02,03,06,07,08,09,10,11,178 and
18 give views.

3. Other Landscape changes as a result of Proposed Development
A school and other community facilities are to be built as part of the proposed
development. The location is proposed to the north of Calshot village either to the
left or to the right of the B3053 or both as shown in Figure 3. A new road is shown to
the right of B3053. Current views are shown in Photos 15 and16 respectively.

The footpath along the shore from Power Station to Calshot front currently floods at
high water springs and rainwater drainage is very poor. It will require considerable
strengthening and height adjustment if it is to carry the pedestrian traffic from the
proposed development. It is shown in Photos 12 and 13.
Fawley Waterside's plans include largely flooded the low level marsh/scrubland to
the west of this path.

